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PKEFACE
This thesis, a requirement for a master's degree, v/as
prepared and written during the second and fourth terms of
the school year 1950-51 while at the U.S.Naval Postgraduate
School, Annapolis, Md. , and during the third term which was
spent at RCA laboratories in Camden, N.J. The \vork was in-
spired by a basic interest in oscillator theory and a desire
to gain a better understanding of the subject than can be
obtained from standard text books. The material available
on L-C Oscillator Stability is spread tnrough the literature
of the last quarter century or more. Accordingly, an effort
was made to collect and review the pertinent articles on
the subject hoping that future students of electronics might
benefit thereby.
In conclusion, I wish to acknowledge the assistance and
encouragement given me by the various professors at the
U.S. Naval Postgraduate School, particularly to professors
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This paper is concerned primarily with the principles
to be employed when designing L-C oscillators with a high
degree of frequency stability. The material presented,
essentially a review of articles published in periodicals,
is intended to give the reader adequate knowledge of tiB
factors affecting oscillator stability to be able to design
circuits with high frequency stability.
The L-C oscillator is first broken up into two parts,
a frequency sensitive element and a maintaining element*
The contribution of each part to frequency instability is
indicated and it is demonstrated hov/ non-linearity of the
maintaining element causes changes in frequency. Because
of the difficulty in obtaining solutions of non-linear
differential equations, analyses are usually carried out
using small signal theory and assuming linear elements©
Consequently, a discussion on Kyquist*s stability Criterion
is included o Nyquist»s Criterion furnishes information as
to whether a circuit is oscillatory and hence can be used
to determine the minimum coupling, between output and in-
put circuit, necessary to induce oscillation* The vacuum
tube as a maintaining element is then presented as thg source
of circuit non-linearity and it is shown how changes in
electrode voltages may influence stability©
Using techniques suggested by Llewellyn, the frequency
of oscillator circuits may be made independent of the //^ ^^
and iC, of the tube so that the change of frequency with

supply voltage can be reduced to zero* Tlie desired effect
is brought about through proper selection and adjustment of
circuit elements. The work of lieising confirms Llewellyn's
principles and adds that a high c^ in the tank circuit is
not, in general, a factor which ixaproves frequency stabili-
ty* He points out that a low -±^ ratio decreases the range
of frequency stability and that a high (^ if accompanied by
loose coupling between input and output circuit may do like-
wise, but to reduce the variation of frequency with plate
voltage to zero careful circuit design following the princi-
ples suggested by Llewellyn is necessaryo
Several circuits from which high frequency stability may
be obtained are presented* The technique for making the
electron coupled oscillator immune to supply voltage changes
is discussed. Two circuits of recent origin, tne Clapp
oscillator and the Cathode coupled oscillator, are analysed
and methods of obtaining frequency stability are pointed outo
Finally, a brief summary of a number of papers on L-G
oscillator theory is included. The theory of oscillation is
so vast that this seems to be the only possible way to call





1. Elements of an Oscillator.
It is worth while before starting an analysis of oscilla-
tion to examine briefly some of tiie fundamental principles
which apply in general to all oscillators. Any network capa-
ble of sustaining continuous oscillation at a fixed frequency
must fundamentally consist of a frequency controlling ele-
ment and a maintaining element. The maintaining element,
under steady state oscillatory conditions, supplies an a-
mount of energy to the system equivalent to the energy lost
in the frequency controlling element. If a system is os-
cillatory the amplitude of o sc ilia tion will increase until
limited by the non-linearity of the maintaining element.
A steady state is reached in which the energy relations
prescribed above are fulfilled. Neglecting the possibility
of compensating errors, it appears evident that the fre-
quency stability of an oscillatory system can never exceed
that of its frequency controlling element. Thus, when
analyzing any oscillatory system, it seems expedient to
assume in each case that the frequency-controlling ele-
ment is intrinsically stable, and the analysis of the sys-
tem then reduces to an analysis of the maintaining element.
2. A Simple Electrical Oscillator.
The simplest electrical frequency controlling element
is a tuned gircuit consisting of a pure inductance and a
pure capacitance. In practice such a circuit will have
iI
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losses, tile ciiief losses occurring in the inductive element.
In order to replace the energy dissipated a source of energy
must be inserted in the circuit. In theory this can be
accomplished by inserting a negative resistance in series with
the loss resistance. Such an element would be a perfect main-
taining element since it accomplishes its purpose without
affecting the loop resonant frequency at which oscillation
would be maintained. The theoretical circuit is shovm in
Fig.l. An alternative method of representing the same basic
circuit is to consider the parallel
circuit equivalent. In Fig. 2(a)
the maintaining element - ^ is
connected across tlie parallel
combination of C and the "lossy**
inductance. In. Fig. 2(b) the L
and H of Fig, 2(a) are replaced
by their parallel equivalents©Oioii I a + o r*
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These equations show that the value of L^ and hence the fre-
quency of oscillation is no longer independent of the value
of R« Another significant difference is , for a high Q cir-
cuit, the value of jR is small, wnereas the value of R^ is
very large » This property of the two circuits becomes
especially important when the negative resistance is shunted
by a capacity as it is in the practical case» It will be
shov/n later that the manner in which the negative resistance
is connected will determine to some extent the degree of
frequency stability.
3o Resonance in a Simple Parallel Circuit.
The differential equation
applicable to Fig» 3 is
and its solution is
C dt ^
vet) \/^ g^
^^ Cos (oo-t 4- 0;
The values of Vo and p are determined by initial conditions




If the voltage -v^) is considered as the real part of a
complex voltage , then
vd) = /R> V e(-ac
Where value of V is complex and is determined by initial
conditions. The locus of -vtity plotted in the complex plane





The steady state oscillatory condition obtains when G= o ,
The mechanics of oscillation can be visualized fairly well
by examining Fig. 4. more carefully. When ^=0 the sum of
the positive and negative conductances vanishes and the sys-
tem is lossless. The magnitude of V is a measure of the
energy initially imparted to the frequency controlling
6
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elements and coincides with the radius of revolution. When
G > c? sone of the energy is being extracted from the system
and this decreasing energy level manifests itself in the
diagram as a diminishing radius of rotation. The case when
G < o occurs when more energy is added to the system than is
expended in losses: this condition, if it continues, is un-
stable. The requirement for steady state oscillation is
th€it the system exhibit the property of periodicity. Hence
it is apparent tliat for steady state oscillation the initial
and terminal points of each orbit must coincide. This con-
dition obtains only when Cyz o and implies that for oscilla-
tion to occur the magnitudes of the positive and negative
conductances be equal. If this were possible the amplitude
of oscillation would be determined only by initial condi-
tions; furthermore, the amplitude could be changed by bursts
of noise or any other factor that was capable of changing
the oscillator* s energy level. A stabilizing force is re-
quired; as pointed out earlier, tnis stabilizing factor is
the non-linearity of the maintaining element,
4« A Non linear Maintaining Element.
A simple form of amplitude limiting resulting from
non-linearity is shown in Fig. ^» The positive (loss) con-
ductance of the frequency controlling element, assumed to
be a constant, is represented by the symbol GC-*^ (Fig.^c).
the source of energy or maintaining element, a negative
conductance represented by the symbol G(v-) , has a value of
G(-) for all values of i^eV(t; less than v, , and a value of
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in Fig»5c, the total conductance, G-(i^J -^ ^ ^~^^ , for values
of Ad' yifz^less than l/^ is negative and constant, whereas for
values of /^ T^^^V greater than 'V, the total conductance be-
comes positive and equal to (j^-^) . The work of a previous
paragraph demonstrated that when G is linear and negative,
growing oscillations result© Accordingly, it seems reason-
able to expect the system of Fig* 5d to break into growing
oscillation if disturbed in any manner. The magnitude of
Ifi-t) will continue to increase at a rate determined by the
value of conductance \(^-- '^^'^ ~^ Gc-)j until ^^ ^^^^ reach-
es the value ir, • (see Figo^d). When ?ev<i; becomes
equal to or greater than f", the magnitude of ifl^) will di-
minish at a rate determined by <^-Q<^)i-0 • If the xoag-
nitude of Gc-j is not much larger than the magnitude of (jc+-)
the growing rate of ir^it) will be fairly slow whereas the
rate of decay in the region i/c^; y i/', may be fairly fast*
Thus the non-linearity (discontinuity) at ^^ tends to knock
down the amplitude of oscillation when v(i-} is greater
than IT, , This limiting action is responsible for the
stability of the system, A little thought should convince
the reader that after a short period of time a steady
state condition v/ill be reached. Furthermore, the steady
state condition reached fulfills the requirement of period-
icity previously prescribed, that the energy level at the
beginning and end of each cycle must be the same, some
notion as to the frequency behavior may be obtained from
the analysis of a parallel circuit made up of linear passive
elements. It was stated earlier that for such a circuit
9

the angular frequency for the damped oscillatory case is
given by the following relationship:
^ .
-,/^/_ r|.^^^
It is perhaps incorrect to assume that this equation v/ill
apply to the case when G is not constant. On the otiier hand,
second order differential equations with variable coefficients
are solved using approximations, so if G- is very nearly con-
stant the expression for frequency will be approximately
true, i.e.,
- = l/^'o- a-J
It follows then that if the conductance G, is held nearly
constant, the frequency change will be minimized. But the
conductance, G, also enters into the amplitude as a damping
function, ^ "^^ , so, if the amplitude is not to grow with-
out bound, the value of G must be zero. In practice G can
be neither constant nor zero, for if that were true the
oscillator could not build up to its steady state condition.
At small signals a negative conductance must exist; this
negative conductance grows into a positive conductance as the
signal increases. Finally, an energy balance is reached in
which the energy dissipated per cycle is equal to the energy




FEEDBACK AJ^IPLIFIEH STABILITY CRITEKIA
1, Barkliausen Criterion.
In the design of amplifiers it is often desirable to
determine whether the system is "stable" and non-oscillatory
in the steady state* On the other hand in oscillators, where
sustained oscillations are desired, there is the problem of
finding the exact relations among the constants to permit
steady state oscillations to exist. The word "stable" as
referred to amplifiers implies that any impressed disturb-
ance which itself dies out results in a response which
dies out. Amplifier stability should not be confused with
oscillator frequency and amplitude stability referred to
elsewhere in this paper. In general, an oscillator is a
special adaptation of an unstable feedback amplifierc A





If a sinusoidal voltage is Impressed on the system, the
total voltage applied to the amplifier is
V/here voltages are, for simplicity, in the complex form. The
output of the amplifier is
e^ -- e, A
where A is complex, including both
magnitude and phase. Similarly, if the gain of the feedback
network is jB, the feedback voltage 9^ becomes:
From the above relations the following equation is written:
Now if the input voltage G^ is reduced to zero while the
output voltage of the system, f> , remains other than zero
the ratio ^ will approach infinity and the system will be
unstable. Ordinarily, such instability will manifest itself
as oscillation since tube non-linearity prevents a signal
from increasing without bound. It follows then from the
equation written above that a criterion for oscillation must
be that the product >4ft be equal to unity. This is sometimes
knov/n as the Barkliausen criterion for oscillation.
12

2« NyQ.i^ists Stability Criterion.
A paper by l^iyquist, "Kegeneration Theory" (18) is often
referred to and gives a far more coiaplete analysis of the
feedback amplifier. For this discussion Fig. 6 is again
applicable; the symbolism is defined below:
The notation is the same as in Gardner and Barnes, "Transients
in Linear iSystems." If the amplifier is assumed to be linear
and if initial conditions are ignored, a feedback function




(18) Nyquist H. Regeneration Theory, Bell 3ys. Tech. Jour, Vol.
11, pp 126, January 1932.
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Furthermore, by defining the gain function of the amplifier,
Gip)
,
as (j? :>^ ^^ ^^^ the following relation can be
written:
fl^ -. Cc^j
The stability of the system can be determined from inspec-
tion of this equation. (8) "The overall system will be stable
and non-oscillatory in the steady state if all the roots of
the characteristic equation ( /- /-/e>J - o) have negative real
parts. It will be stable but oscillatory if there are con-
jugate imaginary roots all different. It will be unstable
if there are roots with positive real parts, or if there are
repeated zero or conjugate imaginary roots, The rules stated
actually form the basis of a stability criterion first de-
veloped by Routh (21) which, as has been recently pointed out,
may be simpler to use and may actually reveal more informa-
tion than Nyquists Criterion (3). It is interesting to note
that both Nyquist and Houth (and Hurwitz) employ the technique
of mapping the axis of imaginaries of the **3'* plane » Nyquist
stops at that point and states his criterion whereas Routh
goes beyond to deduce certain analytic relations for the
stability boundry.
(8) Transients in Linear Systems by Gardner and Barnes, Pub.
John vViley & Sons, pp 197.
(21) E.J. Routh, "Stability of a Given State of Motion", Adams
Prize Essay, MacMillan,London England, 1877.
(3) Nyquists Diagrams and the Kouth-Hurwitz Stability Criterion




In the ligiit of the above discussion, the equation
/- // (^j
may be examined for stability. If the applied voltage is so
selected that ^i(^J does not contain any poles, then it
follows that any poles and hence instability must arise from
the factor ^(^ - e Furthermore since di>) is the gain
function of an amplifier without a feedback correction it
represents a stable transfer function and can contribute no
poles in the right half of the complex plane. Consequently
any poles that lie on or to the right of the imaginary axis
must arise from roots of the equation /- M> = o o This re-
quires, of course, that //^/ = / <» in general, /^-^^ is a complex
function that may be defined MsfSyC4.¥- j -t^ and each value
may be plotted as a point in the H-plane, Provided the
usual rules of continuity and single valued functions hold,
any point on the S-plane must determine a point on the H-
plane. It becomes possible then, to map the S-plane or any
region on it onto the H-plane. If /Vr-sy is a continuous func-
tion of S, any continuous curve in the S-plane must map into
a continuous curve in the Il-planeo Furthermore, if the curve
in the S-plane is a closed curve, its ^map" in the H-plane
must be closed. It merely becomes necessary tnen to test
one point within the closed curve in the S-plane to determine
whether its transform, ^c*)
,
lies witnin or without the
closed curve in the H-plane© If the point in the H-plane
15

so located is found to lie within the closed curve, then the
area enclosed by that curve in the S-plane must map into the
area enclosed by the curve in the H-plane. This, of course,
follows from the definition of continuous and single valued
functions. It was pointed out earlier that for stability
//o; must not have the value unity for any value of -^ on
the complex axis or in the right half plane. Accordingly,
it seems expedient to map the right naif of the S-plane into
the H-plane and observe whether ^-/c^) - / is included in
the region so mapped. To facilitate the mapping process,
it is observed tliat for any realizable amplifier the high
frequency responce must eventually diminish to zero, hence:
^-^^
It the boundary of the right half of the S-plane is indicated
by the curve <)osca in pig, 7, the distances OB, OA and OC
approach infinity, then the region bounded by the curve
will contain all possible values of S in the right half of
the complex S-plane* Since all points on the curve BCA map
into the origin in the H-plane, it follows tiiat only the imag-
inary axis of the S-plane need by mapped in the H-plane, i.e.,
values of /^'t'/need only be plotted. By observing that // (--^'^J
is the conjugate of /y(^^/, the problem is reduced to mapping












As shown in Fig. 8, the curve \-\(^'^) bounds an area. It then
becomes necessary to determine whether the bounded area of
Fig. 8 is the map of the area enclosed in OBCAO of Fig. 7.
To do this one must test merely one point. Having thus de-
termined the map of the right half 3-plane in the H-plane
one need only observe whether ^ (s,) x I is included. If
the point in question is included, then a condition of in-
stability exists at S, , or stated in other words, taC^;has
a pole at s., „ it appears at first that a condition for
steady state oscillation would be that the curve MCi'w)pass
through unity, but one must remember that this analysis is
based on linear elements. This amounts to the saiae thing
as implying small signal conditions, in practice the circuit
17
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non-linearities will prevent growing oscillations, a limit-
ing action will set in to induce steady state oscillation*
Nyquist's Criterion for instability (oscillation) then re-
quires that the point i^jo be encircled by the locus of H6uj)
An example of the use of Nyquist's Criterion seems
appropriate. Consider the circuit shown in Fig* 9. V/here
for convenience, R includes the yc, of the tube, and
Fig. 9
A Feedback Oscillator
the tube is replaced by a simple current generator. The im-
pedance of a parallel tank circuit is shown in circle diagram










If Zq^) is the impedance of the H-L-C circuit, it follows
that
The current through the inductance is then
z.
and












HOooj - g^ M. ^(jcoj
HQcoo)
, ^ 3^ ^ e, 7/
the locus of H^^'J/will be a circle of diameter 3"^
"XI
passing through the origin and encircling the point '-'JC) ^
Nyquist's Criterion then tells that oscillation will result.
3. Llewellyn's Criterion for Oscillation.
In the Nyquist Criterion Analysis the feedback function
was defined as
hence, in order to plot HUw3)it is necessary to evaluate the
functions E^ C^u)) and £i Uuij , The measurement or calcula-
tion of the feedback voltage as a function of frequency may
20

not always be easily accomplished and, as a consequence,
Nyquist»s criterion becomes difficult to apply. Suppose then
that the output circuit be opened and the impedance between
the terminals so formed be measured as a function of frequen-
cy. For this arrangement Llewellyn's criterion may be stated
as follows: (10) If the locus of the impedance -i?C-'^) measured
between two points encircles the orie^in in a clockwise di-
rection as the frequency is continuously varied from f- <=*» j to
(hj. qo)
,
then the system will oscillate when the terminals be-
tween which the impedance is measured are connected together".
The development of Llewellyn's Criterion is similar to that of
Nyquist.
In conclusion, it is repeated that the word "stability"
as used in this chapter is not to be confused with frequency
stability discussed in the remaining chapters. Criteria for
oscillation determine when a system is oscillatory and hence
can be used to determine the minimum feedback or the least
coupling necessary to induce oscillation. Later on it is shown
that loose coupling when used with high Q, circuits helps to
reduce frequency instability.
(10) Goldman - Transformation Calculus and Electrical Transients
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THE VACIKJM TUBE AS A IvlAIWTAlI^Il^ ELELIENT
A maintaining element for- an electric oscillator may-
take the form of a simple negative resistance* The vacuum
tube, together with appropriate associated circuitry may
serve to produce, effectively, a negative resistance across
a given pair of terminals, but the impedance presented by
the tube is not constant, nor is the impedance a pure neg-
ative resistance© Both the resistive and reactive components
vary with operating conditions and therefore are responsible,
to a large degree, for most oscillator frequency-instability.
Assuming that one could enter the envelope of a triode
thus avoiding lead inductances,
the equivalent circuit of a tri-
ode could be drawn as in Figo 11.
The letters p, g and k represent
the plate, grid and cathode re-
spectively. Accordingly C^^ is
the capacity of the grid with
respect to the plate and
€jf>
is the variational voltage of
the grid v/ith respect to the















/ -. J uJ Cyr: € ^a:
or
The equation for Cin is true only if the ratios ^i^- and
?l!L are real. It is noted that no loads have been placed
on the tube; the loads are inherent in the voltages, e, g«,
the value of (fj^ and P^/^ will be determined by the tube
loading. Furthermore, C^/^ ^^nd ^^^ may be complex thus
contributing a conductance component to the input admittance.
The equation for Yin may be modified to apply to any mul-
tigrid tube:
//7
All Of the relations written above indicate that the input
admittance of any tube is a function of the variational
voltages on the different electrodes as well as the actual
capacity between the electrodes. The variational voltages
are, of course, determined 'oi^ the u, gm and rp of the tube.
23

A glance at a set of average plate Ciiaracteristics for a
vacuum tube will reveal tiiat ciianging the q.uie scent operat-
ing point might well change the values of u, gm or |ifp. One
should expect then that changing d-c polarizing voltages
will change the variational voltages on the tube elements
and hence the tube input admittance. The above discussion
points toward the use of regulated power supplies for pre-
cision oscillators. Resistors and other elements tijat
dissipate heat must be compensated or designed to minimize
changes in value with temperature etc. Regulated power
supplies are rather expensive so designers often attempt
other techniques to gain frequency stability. An alternate
procedure is to endeavor to make the tube input admittance
insensitive to changes in supply voltage. If, for example,
the feedback loop of an oscillator is designed so that any
change in e*q-p will produce a compensatory change of O^k, ,
thereby maintaining constant input admittance, the need for a
regulated supply is eliminated* Such an ideal feedback loop
is not always easily designed nor even physically realizable;
this is particularly true if the oscillator in question is
to have a variable or adjustable frequency. It seems then
that regulated power supplies offer the simplest and most
satisfactory remedy for the ills resulting from d-c voltage
fluctuation.
Another factor which can contribute to poor frequency
stability is changes of the inter-electrode capacities re-
sulting from changes in the tube geometry. Variations in
24

the tube geometry result as the tube electrodes become heated
and change dimensions. The tube geometry might cnange if
the tube elements are coupled mechanically to an external
source of sound resulting in micro-phonics. As a matter of
fact, any variations of any kind which tend to deform or
displace the tube electrodes will change tube capacities
and tiB value of
^^ ,
C, and A • Higidity If internal,
as well as external wiring, together with mechanical, as
well as electrical, shielding is of paramount importance in
oscillator designo
Another salient point gleaned from the equation for
input admittance, is tliat the input admittance is a function
of the amplitude of (^^ and <? . Variations of ampli-
tude are thus accompanied by variations of frequency. It
follows then that good amplitude stability is a criterion
for good frequency stability and vice versa.
Having thus far considered t^e vacuum tube, divorced
as much as possible from the load circuitry, it now seems
time to look at the loading circuit a little more directly,





















Ignoriiig transit time effects and by including tube capac-
itances and lead inductances in tiie admittances Y^, Yo and
Y3, the circuit shown in Fig. 12(b) is arrived at. Yj^* Y2
and Y3 are all linear passive elements, whereas the value
of -^ and Jlii_iir are non-linear. The admittance of cir-
cuit, Figo 12(b), looking to the left of 1^ 1^ is, at the
oscillatory frequency, equivalent to an inductance, a ca-
pacitance and a resistance in parallel. The natural be-
havior of this part of the circuit will determine, to a
large extent, the oscillatory frequency. If the circuit is
to oscillate then the ^ 5^ term must contribute a nega-
Y. + n.
tive conductance which for small signal must be larger than
the total shunting loss conductance of the circuit. Further-
more, unless Yi and Y2 are pure susceptances the - "^ 'j'"
term will contribute a susceptance as well. This shunting
susceptance will alter the natural resonent frequency of
the circuit and will, in general, be responsible for poor
frequency stability. Pure susceptances are physically un-
realizible, hence the admittance angle of both Y^ and Y2
must be something short of 90^ without going too far wrong,
however, we nay assume txiat a condenser is lossless, Nov/
by selecting Y2 as a condenser and Yq_ as a coil, the power
factor angle of the coil is kept fiom appearing in the re-
lation ^^ <5rn twice and a smaller component of susceptance
is introduced than would have been the case if Y^ were
seledted as the capacitor. This cursory observation indi-
cates that a eolpitts oscillator is superior to a Hartley
26

oscillator on tliis score. Y^ and Y2 cannot both be selected
as capaciters because then no negative conductance would
obtain, so it is difficult if not impossible to build a
circuit that won»t change frequency as ^^ is changed. Since
Yi and Y2 are (approximately) susceptances of opposite sign,
Y1 + Y2 is effectively a difference relationship v/hich for
high frequency stability should be kept large, as an example
assume Y2 = -1'°^ ; Yi ^ s-'^\ot then Y^t Y2 -- 5"- J 5" . 7,07 ^^'
and ^^ . 'Q^ ^"^ c /i.Z^-^^"-. - /o-f J/o
Y. + Yz. 7.07 /jzy^-"
whereas , if
Y> = i^ 100 aod Y, ' 1 o - i 2.\o
then
y, 4- r^ = 10- i no \\\ l^^
These results illustrate very clearly that the differeice
between the amplitude of Y^ and Yo should be as large as
possible, but of course not so large as to prevent oscilla-
tion. The example shows that when one reduces the suscept-
ance arising from the Vz terra, the result is a lowered
27
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negative conductance term as well* All of this demonstrfites
again that optimum frequency stability obtains when ampli-
tude of oscillation is as small as is feasible. So far,
some idea of factors contributing to oscillation and oscilla-
tory stability have been discussed. These ideas may now be




LLEV/ELLYN»S IiOSTHOD OF OBTAINING
BIPROVED FREQUENCY STABILITY.
Improved frequency stability can be obtained from L-C
oscillators by applying design formulas derived by Llewellyn
(14) • Conventional oscillator circuits such as the Hartley,
Colpitts, and Clapp (4) circuits are modified in a manner
that makes the oscillatory frequency independent of supply
voltage changes. First, the desired result may be obtained
by inserting reactances in either (or both) the grid and
and plate leqds as shown in
Fig. 13 o Second, improved fre-
quency stability may be obtained
by selecting components of proxjer
value, e.g. tapping coil at cor-
rect point in Hartley oscillator«
Third, reactances may be inserted v/ithin the tank circuits
as shov/n in Fig. 14* In all three
methods, design equations are
obtained by solution of the three
loop network of the modified
circuits. The equations indi-
cate the proper value of compen-
sating reactance that must be
inserted to make the frequency of













(14) L.B.Llewellyn, Constant Frequency Oscillators;





and fa • Consequently changes or supply voltage, which will
in turn cause changes of 1^ and fa , cannot affect fre-
quency,
lo First Method
Design equations for the first method described are
obtained by writing the loop equations for the general equiv-
alent circuit shown in Fig» 15 <» The tank circuit is assumed
to be lossless, hence the elements Xi, X2 ^^ ^3 ^^ well as




The general circuit equations of a three loop network
without any voltage sources are:
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These equations can be expressed in determinant form, thus:





If b22 is the impedance function af the loop tliat is to
determine the frequency and if this loop is free of resistance,
setting ^22= © "the conditions for oscillation at tije natu-
ral series resonant frequency of loop 2 may be obtained.
The question arises, are the conaitions so obtained suffici-
ent conditions that b22-= O ? To prove that such is the
case expand the determinant above by minors.
2-1. ' bi^ ^it. ->• h z:i_ 5 JZ
[3 2Z.
Bi2 is the minor formed by crossii^ out the first row and
second column etCo It follows then tiiat if B22 (ioes not
go to infinity and if
0)t,^ ^.u +^3^6 37. : a
Then b22 Jtnust equal zero and loop 2 must be in series
resonance. The relation (1) is then sufficient condition that
loop 2 be in oscillation at the frequency determined by the
constants of b22«




-I, j (x,-fX„) -^ X^i (X,
-fX^+X5+ZX^).I,i( y^ + x„J
From these eq.uations




-^b^^ bj^ _ h^, b^3 t,^ - b,^ b,3 lo ^^
3y substituting in the equation (1) above and separating
real and imaginary parts the relations (2) and (3) are
obtained.
and





It is observed ti^t equation 2(a) does not contain /^ or r^
Therefore, design procedure that ensures that the conditions
set forth in (2a) are met, will cause the oscillator fre-
quency to be independent of t^ and /^ and lience changes in
supply voltage. The amplitude of oscillation will then
change in a manner so tiiat the ratio of J_P established by
(3a) will remain constant. "*
The results arrived at by the general theory may now be
applied to particular circuits. Assume first tiat i'ig. 15"
represents a Hartley oscillator in which the following re-
lations hold:
X, r J ooU,
M - J U) H\
The problem is to determine the values of X/^. and Xc to obtain
improved frequency stability, From (2a)
assuming both X4 and X5 are condensers
J_
_t-
_L A^ = 00^ ( L , ^- L^ A"- - 2 M 4 )
















c y A' C.
Z/ ^ /. J. ^ Z M
If, on the other hand, X^^, and X^ are assumed capacitive and
inductive respectively.









The design procedure, then
for a rxartley oscillator is
as follows: (1) Select values
of Li, L2, M and C^ to give
desired frequency and ampli-
tude of oscillation*
(2) Select coxaponents for
either X^ or X5 or both by




For a Colpitts oscillator the folding apply:
Equation (2) then reduces to the expression
O - Cx,4- Xy ) x^^










, _ re, x"- L
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In a similar manner if X^ is taken as capacitive then,
C -1
if X4= 0, then
L.- L
and if X5 = 0, then
The design equations for tuned grid and tuned plate
oscillators are derived in a similar manner and may be found
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in the literature (7).
The general equation
obtained for the Golpitts oscillator applies as well to
the Clapp oscillator. For the Clapp oscillator the follow-
ing relations hold, (see Chap.VI)
-^ - S ( ujL^ - _i
and
W^ (^ - ^ ^^)
If X) is selected as zero then:
X^- = Ci. y , j ^ C^ ( L6 - —= ^^3 -5
-
S ^/ ^"^-^
Whereas, if X^ is selected as zero then
J C,
-f C:u-^ C3
If X. is capacitive then,
^^-
- ^3




In a similar manner, if X^ is capacitive
^^- 1l l^-^ l c. C->. , r. C c4
^i- /
C.+Ct-tC-i C^- C-hCx+C
2. Another Type of Stabilizing Technique,
If the reactances X^ and Xc of the previous analysis
are not inserted, but instead the values of Xi, X2 and X3
are selected properly, an improved frequency stability
circuit may result, For example, it is often possible to
stabilize the Hartley oscillator by moving the center tap
to different positions on the coil until that position
which gives the correct ratio of input to output impe-
dance has been found. Relations to give the correct ratio
of input to output impedance may be developed*
The method described above is particularly adaptable to
tuned grid, tuned plate type oscillators. Accordingly, the
relations below assume no mutual inductance, i.e,.
and
><^= Xy-^ '< M ^ <^
bu -- Tp -h i y. w»,^
--
-\ %,
bii.- i <^v,-f ^j.-vv-i^ - ":^ )<^o b.^ -- /A r^




Where subscripts again apply to Fi£. ih Substituting the above
in the determinant
and separating real and imaginary parts obtain
or
^o (r^ r^ -V, vj = - V, y^ CXi-^V-)
and
o -- ' r^ x^Xo - r^ y,x * -/< ^^ >^/^». -^ X^,*" r^ -^ >^/^r^
or
Xo ( r^x,-^ r^ y^) -+/^ ^ ^'Xj. - ^ ^i"" -^ r^ >^,^
from which
If this value of f^ is substituted in the first ec^uation
then,
Xo rcj"" (ju x^-hXo -X, ) -- xl (x.'Xj' yi)(^^-y^)
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For the frequency dictated by this relation to be independ-
ent of Tq one of the factors on the left side of the equa-
tion must equal zero. Suppose that
the equation












Tuned Grid Tuned Plate
Oscillator
From the relation
Xj^ ->• X^= and substitut-
ing the values from Fig. 17;
uj C. — - — UJ C •^
- c.
^"-Z/
the value of Li (or Ci) is obtained for the desired fre-
quency • Next the value of X2 is found from
Xx--








Thus with a given set of coils Li and Lp "the correct values
of Ci and C2 have been determined to construct a stable
tuned grid-tuned plate oscillator.
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4. Another Type of Stabilization.
A third type of stabilization suggested by Llewellyn
may be illustrated by considering an oscillator with its
plate circuit coupled to the grid circuit through trans-
former coupling with a coefficient of coupling equal to
unity. Such a circuit is shovm in Fig. 18.
Fig. 18
iiquivalent Circuit
Assuming the transformer is ideal then,
- X.K^
ani ^H









Solving Fig. 18 for the load admittance and setting the re-
sult equal to (4) above obtain
2^ ^-, UJ ix, if\ ' x. / r^L '^
If ^^ and Z are pure reactances and
^<l - f a -h J X ^
then by seperating real and imaginary parts the following
relations are obtained.
It is observed that equation (5) contains neither^ , f
nor
^ ^ so that it can be concluded that frequency is a
function of the circuit reactawtes only. The amplitude of
oscillation will build up until equation (6) is satisfied.
The desirable result of having frequency be independent of
supply voltage is thus obtained*
In setting up the problem it was assumed that unity
coupling existed, or at least that X^ - 7 XjXa.
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TO evade the requirement of having unity transformer coup-
ling, the assumed relationship, /m = l/ X Yi. jQiay be satisfied
by assuming the coil L2 is in series with a capacitor C2, i.e.,
If the coefficient of coupling, K^ is then defined in the
conventional manner,
M = Ic Y L,L^iZi
then
C
uj^ L 2 ( 1 - t^^-j
and
^' CO L. 1 '-I




-^ (JO C ^ K^ L^ - J -+ujC5"C/H-'^^ Ai-)^-c>
1^1 U)L, L,





Substituting the value of W^ obtain
ca. '- C3 + c <, K





These equations (7) and (8) are design eciuations for the
oscillator shown in Fig. 19. The capacitor Ci could just
as well have been put in series with
L2 or in series with both Li and L2»
Design equations for such arrange-
ments are given by Llewellyn (14).
In Fig. 19 it can be seen that all
tube capacities are shunted by
circuit capacities, therefore in
designing an oscillator the tube
capacities can be lumped with the circuit capacities©
In conclusion, all three methods of obtaining frequency
stability in oscillators proposed by Llewellyn employ the
same basic principle, i.e., setting up circuit equations,
extracting the real and imaginary parts, and then showing
that the imaginary part is a function of frequency and
circuit parameters. Because tube variables do not enter in
they are unable to cause frequency changes. The design pro-





THE RELATIONSHIP OJF CIRCUIT Q TO FRE(«iUENCY
STABILITY
It has been shown in the literature (11) that maximum
frequency stability may best be obtained by application of
careful circuit adjustment following the principles dis-
cussed by Llewellyn (14). Next in importance in producing
frequency stability is a low ratio of inductance to capaci-
tance in the frequency deterraining circuit. Finally, a
high (<i in the frequency determining circuit contributes little
directly to frequency stability and may in some cases re-
duce frequency stability.
In order to verify the above statements consider the
circuit shown in Fig. 20. If the circuit is broken at A-B,
the impedence seen looking to the left of A-B is
The resistance, Rj_j being the parallel equivalent of the
coil resistance, is a function of frequency, i.e.,
R, -- ^v C5 )
The impedance seen looking to the right of A-B may be desig-
nated as
(11) R.A.Heising, Stability in High Frequency Oscillators
Proc. i.r.e., vol 31, No. 11, pp. ^95, Nov. 1943.
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If oscillation is to exist it follows then that Rii-Ro-
and Xi-t ^2^ ^*
Both R2 and X2 are functions of plate supply voltage, E;
amplitude of grid signal voltage, a; the 5,^ of the tube;
and frequency. Expressed mathematically
R^ - i?. C ^, A, 5^ . -f )
From the relation Xi^ ^2 ' ^ obtain by differentiation
ci v., -V ci V.J. ^ o
or
^^^ ^ E f- $Ji^ J ft -V "bJXi. ^iq^^'^X*. 4^ =
from which obtain by rearranging
5V>-
_^
3Xj_ j^ ^. 5x^ d_i /Oo







The derivative s-Z may be made equal to zero by making the
numerator zero or by making the denominator infinite. Heis-
ing (11) has shown experiiaentally that d_i- can be varied
d IE
through a wide range by varying the plate capacitor, Co*
and, in particular, dLi. can be made to equal zero, Regard-
less of how high the <^ of the input circuit, the value of
3Vj could never actually become infinite. This suggests
^^ Jithat the stability corrosponding to SjA - o cannot be ex-
plained simply on the basis of a high Q, input circuit. If
the stability cannot be explained on the basis of high Q,«s
then it follows that the numerator of (9) xaust be zero.






\/a/ue o / C^
Figo 21
Affect of Q, on Stability
The curves shov/ that maximum stability corrosponding to
i__tz o could be obtained with different values of Rt and
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hence Qo Furthermore, for a given value of C2» say ^2
increasing the (^ may actually increase frequency instability.
Hence it is seen that stability increase or decrease with
improving (^ is simply a matter of obtaining proper circuit
adjust-nent and should not be attributed to the value of the
Q, of the input circuit.
On the other hand, it can be shown that a low L/C ratio
in the input circuit does improve stability. This effect
results from an increase in the quantity ^li in the denomina-
tor of (9) thereby tending to reduce '^ though not re-
el £
ducing it to zero* To illustrate this, plot the reactance
Xi(f) versus frequency for a constant Q, but for different
-^ ratios in the input circuit as shown in i'ig. 22. Point
"p" is the operating point corresponding to a given frequency
of oscillation /„ and the required reactance \ necessary to
fulfill the condition:
The values of L and C for curves II and III are selected
to give the L/C ratio indicated and to give a value of Y,
at frequency 7^, It may be found by inspection of the
curve (figo22) tliat curve III has the largest slope and
hence the largest value of ^ » The conclusion can there-
fore be drawn that decreasing the l/C ratio will improve
frequency stabilityo
Though simply improving (4 may not improve frequency
stability it is never-the-less true tliat increasing Q does
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J- rf / '^ e n^ y
Fig. 22
Reactance versus Frequency
increase ^Jj and hence with proper circuit adjustment in-
creasing Q, may increase frequency stability. The question
then arises as to the proper method of utilizing the higher
Q to gain improved frequency stability. The answer is that
looser couplin£, between the high
Q circuit and the rest of the
oscillator must be employed.
This may be explained by re-
ferring to Fig. 23. curves I,
II and III are low, medium, and




At po the slope, '^J±. is higher
than at Pi and this will tend to
make the high Q circuit more
stable. Kov^ever, at P^ the
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value of the reactance, X^* is larger than at p, and in
order to satisfy the relationship )(,-* /%.--» the value of
X2 must become less for the high i,^ case* The change of X2
required modifies the numerator of equation (9) and the
loiprovement gained from the larger i_L' in the denominator
is losto On the other hand if the coupling between the
high Q, circuit and the tube is loose the undesirable effect
of the increased Xq^ may be overcome. For example, by using
a tapped down coil the impedance seen, looking to the left
of ii-B in Fig, 24, will be
decreased. The Clapp os-
cillator (see Chap.VI) is





^ 4 J X "tiie application of this
f5 techniqueo
Figo 24.
Tapped Down Tank Circuit
In conclusion, Heising*s paper shows that maximum stabil-
ity can be obtained v;ith a wide range of Q»s and that the
stability is gained by proper adjustment of circuit elements.
Reducing the L/C ratio of the input circuit will, in general,
improve frequency stability. V/ith the combination of high





THE CLAPP HIGH-STABILITY OSCILLATOR
AS mentioned earlier the chief factor contributing to
poor frequency stability in oscillators is the changing im-
pedance presented by the tube itself. One technique, and
a very satisfactory one, is to shunt the tube with a low
impedance and thereby make the effect of tube changes of
minor significance. Perhaps the best way to demonstrate
the principle involved is by means of an example. In Fig.
25, if Rl is assumed to be 1 megotim then the input resist-
may change from .5 megoiims by
a factor of t 25 K ohms or
Rj_- Ut^^ 50J, On the otter hand, if
-^ ^^ '«» Hj_ is selected as 1000 -n-
' 1- the input impedance may change
from 1000 ohms by a factor of
o09'/do Thus it is seen that
Fig. 25 the result of shuntir^ a tube
Affect of a Shunting Element
v/ith a low impedance tends to
reduce the effect of the changes in impedance presented by
the tube
.
The idea demonstrated above is used in an oscillator
of unusual frequency stability described by J.K.clapp (4).
The diagram of the circuit under consideration is shown in
Figo 26. In this circuit capacitances C]_ and C2 are many
(/f) J.K.Clapp, "An Inductance-Capacitance Oscillator of
Unusual Frequency Stability", Proc.I.R.E. Vol.36,












times larger than those
usually employed in the
conventional Colpitts cir-
cuit. Thus Ci and C2 a^e
able to "swamp" the ca-
pacities presented by the
tube itselfo The other
leg containing Lq and C-
forms a low impedance
series nearly-resonant
circuit that also "swamps"
the parallel tube impedance
Hence it is seen low im-
pedance elements are con-
nected between each pair
of tube terminals and tend to minimize frequency variations
resulting from changes in tube capacities.
The equivalent circuit of Zig» 26 is shown in Fig. 27,
where ^*> represents the
series impedance of the





sents the total impedance
between grid and cathode,
and ^^ is the iiripedance
between cathode and plate
including )^p . From Fig.







e^f,.- ^^ (z] y s^ e^^ )
Hence
'?.^ ^p ^^A ( 9^ -^ 4-)
^}
Therefore
^j^ - ^^<-^ ^Kr^ ^3^ (^^ ^r\'^^^VV
^5
The total impedance looking to the right of points "g" and
"p" is then
and the total impedance around the loop is
In a Clapp oscillator Kg and X-p s-^© very much greater in
magnitude than the capacitive reactances which each shunts,




It is apparent, then from equation that the negative series
resistance contributed by the tube must be
f?C-) -_ -
LO C, C
For tlie series loop to ^o into steady state oscillation it
is necessary that the negative resistance term dominate the
positive series resistance,
jn > P (10)
and that the series reactive elements be in loop resonance
CO Lo - -^ L ^ O (11)
where C-^^ is the series capacity presented by the tube
The loop resonant frequency will be determined by equation
11 o It is desirable that the total tube capacity C be as
large as possible in order that the frequency of oscillation
shall approximate closely the resonant frequency of the
controlling elements Lq and Cq and that the effects of
changing tube capacities be reduced. On the other hand,
unless the product Ci 63 is sufficiently small, the nega-
tive resistance contributed by the tube Liay not be adequate
to maintain oscillation. For a given C1C2 product the max-
imum value of (?*-" S^ ^^^ is obtained when C^^ C2 "•- ^Gf
5^

Equation (10) may now be modified as:
UO Ct
This relation is important in tl^at for oscillation to be
maintained the minimum permissible reactance of C-t is a
function only of the series loss resistance of the frequen-
cy-controlling element and the tube trans conductance* A
somewhat more rigorous analysis, in v\fhich H and f^ are not
neglected, leads to equations from wnich frequency stability
may be predicted, (4) In general, the mathematics shows
that increasing Ci, C2» Kg, fp or the ^ of the coil will
increase frequency stability. It is standard procedure to
make Rg and Q, as large as possible, thus for any selected
tube one must strike a compromise in the selection of C^
and C2« Large values of C^ and 03 give good frequency
stability but low amplitude of oscillation. If the oscilla-
tor is to be band switched, values of Ci and C2 will be
different for each band if amplitude of oscillation is to
do the same for each band. In practice, the long-time
frequency stability of the Clapp oscillator v;ill depend on
the permanance of the coil and tuning capacitor as well as
on the tube, consequently, care ani regidity of construc-
tion, use of low loss materials such as ceramics, and good
(4) J.K. Clapp - An Inductance - Capacitance Oscillator of






shielding techniques are of paramount importance. If care in
design is employed a frequency cliange of one part per million
for changes of supply voltage of l^fo may be obtained. Changes
of frequency during v/arm up periods and changes resultiJ3g from
inter changing tubes are practically eliminated.
In summarizing, the Clapp oscillator is an excellent
example of how good frequency stability may be obtained by
minimizing the effect of tube variables through proper de-
sign. Variations are not eliminated but instead their
effects are minimized.
J'or best frequency stability the Clapp oscillator
requires;
1. Lar^^e L with high Q
2. Small Co (tuning capacitor) to make
total series capacity substantially
independent of G^
3. Large C^ and C2 t»ut not too large to
prevent oscillation
4. Large gm. The larger the gm the larger
the value of Ci and C2 ^'^V t>e«
5« Small tube capacities.
6. Small amplitude of oscillation.
It is noted that high Q, together with loose coupling (large
Ci and C2) is recommended. This is in agreement with con-
clusions drawn in previous chapters. Also, the large L
indicated is in series with a capacitor so the total re-
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equivalent to tliat which, could be obtained from a small in-
ductor. Pience the large L is not in conflict with the small




THE ELECTION COUPLED OSCILLATOR
A well designed Electron coupled oscillator is capable
of supplying a relatively large amount of r.f, energy to the
load and at the same time maintaining a high degree of fre-
quency stability under operating conditions usually imposed
on electronic equipment » The circuit may be thought of as
an oscillator and buffer-amplifier combination with such loose
coupling between the two parts that changes in the load im-
pedance have small effect on the frequency of oscillationo
In addition to minimizing coupling between the load and the
frequency'- determining circuit the electron coupled oscilla-
tor may be made insensitive to changes in power supply volt-
age, (6) Hence, it is seen tliat the circuit is unique in
that it is capable of delivering both high frequency sta-
bility and large power output,








(6) J.B.Dow, A Recent Development in Vacuum Tube Cscillator
Circuits. Proc. I.R.E. ,Vol.l9,Ho.l2,pp 2095, Dec. 1931.
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I1
The circuit may employ the conventional hartley, Colpitts,
Clapp or other similar circuit. The control and screen grids
regulate the flow of electron current to the plate circuit,
hence the name electron coupled. The load circuit usually
takes the form of an L.C. circuit resonant at the oscillor
frequency or a harmonic thereof.
No rigorous mathematical analysis of the effects of
variations at plate supply voltage is available in the liter-
ature. These effects can, however, be observed in the labora-
tory and optimum operating conaitions may be readily found.
Dow (6) showed that if the plate supply voltage was held con-
stant meanwhile the screen grid voltage was varied, freq^uency
would change in a manner as shovm in Figo 29.
ebh » Coin t-ra i^-l—
Ok
«+ o <^ 6~Oo






V/hen the screen grid voltage was held constant and the
plate supply voltage was varied a characteristic as shov;n in
Fig, 30 v/as observed.





If both the plate supply voltage, E^^, and the screen supply
voltage, Eq2» ^^® drawn Trom a common power supply the screen
supply voltage will bear the follomng relation to tije plate
supply voltage:
^C-2, ^ ^ ^^h (12)
where K is a constant. Then
4 -^c 1, - /r ^ £^h. -» Ac ^t,4>




If new ^ ^ is set equal to zero the relation becomes





The numerator and denominator above represent the slopes of
Figs. 3 and 2 respectively. It is seen then that if suita-
ble values of plate and screen voltage are selected to sat-
isfy equations (12) and (13) then a small change in power
supply voltage will cause no change in frequency* Further-
more, if the curves (figo29 & 30) are linear or nearly
linear in a region about the selected operating points then
a change in voltage corresponding to the linear region will
cause no change in frequency
o
In practice, when designing an electron coupled oscilla-
tor, a family of curves similar to Pigs. 29 and 30 may be
constructed from data obtained experimentally <> A suitable
trial operating condition may then be selected and a final








The effects of variable loading conditions, variable
filiment voltages, variations in ambient temperature and
effects of vibration are, of course, effective in reducing
frequency stability. The results reported by Dow v/hen vary-
ing the above are not necessarily typical for current design
because many new and improved tubes are available today.
For example, interelectrode capacities of some tube have
been reduced so the effect of the load will be diminishedo
As with other oscillator types, optimum performance is
obtained when temperature is controlled and proper shield-








THE CATHODE COUPLED OSCILLATOR
The Cathode-Coupled Oscillator to be discussed consists
of a tuned L-C circuit connected to a negative resistance
circuit. Since the circuit does maintain steady state os-
cillation it is apparent tliat some form of amplitude limit-
ing (non-linearity) is an inherent property of the circuit,
A rigorous analysis of the system must therefore employ
difierential equations of the entire oscillating system in-
cluding the tubes as non-linear elements; Never the less
a small signal approach, assuming linearity, is useful in
that it indicates whether or not the circuit will be oscilla-
tory. This discussion will include a brief analysis first
assuming linearity and second assuming non-linearity, sta-
bility information is obtained from the non-linear analysis.






Tlie equivalent circuit of Fig. 31 shown in Fig, 32,
Figo 32
Equivalent Circuit
A simplified equivalent circuit looking to the right of








Analysis on Nodal Basis
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The linear analysis of Fig. 33 on the nodal basis gives;
hence C<
_ Y/ 4- ^m and
V - -- ^/ - ±_ -\ r -V- ^^ J—
Now if 6u Cc)^ and CJC/c vanish, as they might for the low
frequency case, then the input admittance becomes a pure
resistance given by:
The relation obtained checks with result published in the
literature ( 23) To determine whether a circuit will oscillate
in the steady state one need only examine the input conduct-
ance of the negative resistance circuit in question to as-
certain whether the total shunting conductance is negative
and of sufficient magnitude to neutralize tlB positive con-
ductance of the tank circuit. By selecting values of C^
small enough and Rjj; large enough so that the system just
barely goes into oscillation. A small amplitude oscillation
results and the system has optimum frequency stability«
(23) Cathode coupled Negative Resistance Circuit by Peter
G, Sultzer, I.H.E. Vol.36, pp 1035 of august 1948
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Tills fact will be demonstrated at a later sta£;e in the non-
linear analysis. The small signal analysis serves only as
a design starting point to obtain small amplitude steady
state oscillation.
For steady state oscillation with stable amplitude some
form of limiting exists and linearity cannot be assumed. If
the non-linear tube circuit be designated by R\vr; then the











-V 1- V= O
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To obtain a solution of the equation it is first necessary to
evaluate Rc^i • By applying a sinusoidal voltage across the
negative resistance element and observing the current that
flows into the element one can obtain the input conductance
characteristic of the circuit. For example, the voltage
applied to the negative resistance element may be impressed
on tl» horizontal plates of an oscilloscope and a voltage
proportional to current may be impressed on the vertical
deflection plates, the resultant picture may appear as in
Fig. 35. (24)
Fig. 35
The curve shown in Fig. 35 ^ay be approjfimated by the series
P
(24) Frequency and Amplitude Stability of the Cathode-Coupled
Oscillator, by Peter G-. Sultzer, I.R.E. Vol.38,Noo5,
pp 540, May 1950
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Because of symmetry all the even powered terms vanish.
Furthermore, if it is assumed that terms of higher order than
third power vanish then the current characteristic becomes
2*
--
_ cv / 4 ^\/^
The value of - o(. is tne slope at the origin and corresponds
to the small signal input conductance obtained in the
analysis assuming linear circuit elements. The value of
^ Cir) may now be written:
If the negative resistance circuit was designed so tliat
O < nl~ C^- ^ ) «l




The solution indicated is taken from Sulzer»s work, but an
earlier and perhaps more descriptive analysis is given by
Pipes. (19) Equation 14 shows that tlB basic frequency
(24) P.G.Sulzer, Frequency and Amplitude Stability of the
Cathode-Coupled Oscillator. I. R.E. Vol.38,PP 541, May
1950.
(25) B.Vander Pohl, "The lion-linear Theory of Oscillation,
I.H.E. Vol.22, pp 1051-1086;Sept.l934o
(19) Pipes, L.A. Applied Mathematics for J^n^ineers and Phy-
sicists, 1st ed. IvlcGraw rlill Book co. 1946
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is modified b^ a frequency correcting factor F,
F ^
Tlie departure from the basic frequency diminishes as oi
approaches _]_ • Unfortunately, the term '^ -
-k is also
contained in the amplitude function so that as tie frequency
of oscillation approaches -L- ^^ ®- li^i't the amplitude
vanishes. It is of interest to see which value of o( will
result in the best frequency stability. Taking the deriv-
ative of F with respect to t^
,
d oC 8 C Kc
on sees that 'zE. vanishes when o{ equals -3- , but as
pointed out earlier, oscillation ceases wtien this condition
obtains o The derivative does, however, confirm the well
known fact that the optimum frequency stability results from
the smallest amount of feedback consistent with stable am-
plitude. For an anti-resonant tank circuit the relation
below holds:
Re = Q coL = Q JI.
1?<^^ Q Vf
Using this relation a value of ~^ is determined correspond-
ing to the largest value of q and £ obtainable for the desired




a high ^ tank circuit is desirable, the large ^ ratio is
indicated by the equation for 2_. , Having thus obtained
the value of "^ the designer need merely select R^ and Ci^
of appropriate size to induce low amplitude oscilQa tion»
In addition, the work of Sulzer shows that by suitable selec-
tion of C]£ and R]^ excellent frequency compensation for the
effects of supply voltage variation can be obtained* Using
this technique a well designed cathode coupled oscillator
may approach a frequency stability of better than 5 parts
per million for a two-to-one supply voltage change.
The cathode coupled oscillator is an excellent and yet
simple oscillator for multi-band operation such as for signal
generators. The tank circuit can be switched by switching
only one point, the tuning capacitor rotor is at ground
potential, the stability, is excellent, the amplitude of os-
cillation is varied by simply changing R^, the circuit has
a limiting action thus obviating the need for a special
limiting tube - all these factors are advantages of the
circuit. One disadvantage of the circuit is that it requires
t?.AT7
two tubes; however, such tubes as the ioatt and 6j"6 contain




OmEH KEFEKliJlJCES ON OSCILLATOR STA3ILI1Y
The reference listed below are siUMiarized f co? tie con-
venience of the reader*
"Theory of Oscillations", by A.A.Andronow and
C.E.Chaikin. (2)
This book presents the basic matliematics relating to
the theory of non-linear oscillatory systems. The treat-
ment begins with a discussion of linear systems and the
graphical representation of their performance as tra-
jectories in the phase plane. A physical picture of the
mechanics of oscillation is thus obtained* Later
chapters are concerned with analytical methods of
attacking the non-linear problems and includes sta-
bility analysis*
"'Two Terminal Oscillator" by Murray G«
Crosby. (5)
In this paper a two terminal oscillator similar to
the cathode coupled oscillator of Chap. VIII is dis-
cussed. In the circuit described, negative trans-
conductance provided by a tv/o stage amplifier gives the
phase reversal necessary for circuit oscillation.
Only two points in the circuit are needed for coixiiection




"Stability and Frequency. Pulling of Loaded
Unstabilized Oscillators." by Jack ii» Ford
and V.I.Korman (7)
Conditions are established under which frequency
will not change as load susceptance is changed. Fre-
quency pulling equations and stability criteria are
established for an oscillator coupled to a resistance
load through a pair of coupled resonant circuits.
"Oscillation i^mplitude in simple Valve Oscillators"
by A.S.Gladv/in (9)
A method is derived for calculating amplitude of osci-
llation in oscillators of regenerative type where grid-
leak bias is used. Two types of amplitude instability
are discussed, tlie fit'st dynamic or squegging and the
second type an effect called oscillator hysteresis.
"Theory of Amplitude Stabilized Oscillators"
by P.H.Aigrain (1)
Theoretical calculations are made for stabilization
with various types of non-linear control elements whose
properties are tabulated. The circuit of an improved
stabilized oscillator is described,
"An Improvement in Constant-Frequency Oscillators",
by G. F. Lampkin. (12)
The simple oscillator circuit shown in Fig. 35 is
"B"^ described. By tapping






tube impedances are made
small relative to those
of the tuned circuit
o
As a result all

frequency variations inherent in the tube are reduced by
a factor of ten or more. The method is applicable to
oscillators throughout the range from audio to ultra-
high frequencies.
^Thermal Drift in Super heterodyne Receivers"
by John M. Ivliller, (16)
A discussion of tJ:ie frequency drift of oscillators
during warm up periods and the various causes of drift
resulting from thermal changes.
"Design of Stable Heterodyne Oscillators."
by John B. Moore. (17)
Methods of eliminating or compensating for the
temperature produced changes that effect frequency are
given. Overall oscillator stability of better than 10
parts per million per degree C. Over a 2 to 1 tuning
range at 24 m.c. nay be obtained in production.
"The Limits of Inherent Frequency Stabilitj^"
by V/. Van B. Roberts, (20)
This paper discusses inherent frequency stability
in oscillators. The author reccomends the following
procedure for obtaining stability:
1, Make the fundamental frequency as low as possible,
2, Make the "Q" of the coil as large as possible at
the fundamental frequency,
3, Use the loosest coupling between the tuned circuit
and the tube that will give the required output.
4« Choose a tube which has a high ratio of trans-




5. Keeping the oscillation strength constant, v/ay
the ratio between grid and plate couplings until
the smallest capacitance variations of the grid
and plate are observed*
"Frequency Stabilization of Oscillators."
by a, A. V/hiteman* (26)
Special methods of frequency stabilization are
discussed and experimental results are given to illustrate
the value of these methods. Graphical results of per-
formance tests of a resistance-stabilized oscillor
(fig. 36) and of a phase compensated oscillator (Fig. 37)
are given. This is an easy reading non-mathematical
paper tliat does a very good job of surveying the problem
of obtaining improved oscillator stability
Ebt»










"Notes on the Stability of L-C Oscillators. »
by Norman Lea (13)
This paper deals with the problem of the stability
of LC oscillators from tne point of viev/ of the develop-
ment engineer. Frequency stability is analysed in terms
of ambient conditions and the physical changes which
take place in the structure of oscillators. The effects
of temperature, humidity, pressure and other physical
conditions are considered. Each component is con-
sidered separately and methods of compensation for
changes are considered.
"Stabilized Feedback Oscillators."
by G. H. Stevenson, (22)
The author presents a mathematical consideration of
the conditions which insure constant frequency of ths
vacuum tube oscillator under changes of electrode po-
tentials or of the cathode temperature. The conditions
necessary for stability are developed in terms which
are independent of particular circuit configurations
and are applicable to certain dissipative circuits as
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